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Kosovo (hereinafter referred to as Kosovo)

This designation is without prejudice to positions on status and is in line with UNSCR 1244/1999 and the ICJ

Opinion on the Kosovo declaration of independence.

1 Introduction
This report describes a "Stage One" (Preliminary Design) road safety audit undertaken by Lárus Ágústsson
(Lead Auditor) and Darko Cvoric (Auditor 2) in May and June 2019 for E80 section Pločnik - Merdare in Serbia.
Road safety audit is a systematic and formal safety performance examination of a road project. The objective is
to identify potential safety problems, so that, where possible, the design can be improved to eliminate or reduce
them. It is not a technical audit or a check on compliance with standards.
The Road Safety Audit only addresses road safety issues.
The audit was carried out in accordance with the guidance set out in the SEETO RSA Guidelines 2014. The
auditor is required to make recommendations on how to eliminate or reduce each safety problem, but no
technical responsibility is taken for the measures proposed. Responsibility for the design remains with the road
authority and the design consultant.
The auditors did not have any involvement in the scheme design.
Chainage given in the report refer to those in the Design Drawings.
The auditor was provided with copies of the drawings listed in Appendix B.
During the road safety audit two meetings were arranged. The 13 May an introduction meeting took place. At
the meeting, the auditors presented the RSA process and format for the mission to representatives from the
Koridori Srbije and CeS.TRA, the designers on the project. The designers then presented the project. The
presentation were sent to the auditors. At the second meeting 4 June, the auditor presented the findings based
on the drawings supplied, other material and the site inspection. The audit findings and possible solutions were
then discussed.
The project road was inspected on 14 May, 2019 during the hours of 10.30am and 12.15pm as part of the
safety audit. The weather was fine, and the road surface was dry.
The following design information has not been provided to the audit team:
• Detailed design of guardrails
• Design of rest areas, service areas, maintenance centre and control centres.
These drawings should be audited when available at the "Stage Two" Road Safety Audit.

Further work
The final report with designers response is dated 10.07.2019. The designer response on the draft report can be
seen in APPENDIX C (Designers Response Template). The revsiso team comments can also be seen in the
APPENDIX. No other changes have been made in the report since the Draft version.
Kooridori Serbije can now decide on which recommendations will be included in next phase of the design
process.

2 Introduction to section
This road safety audit includes E80 section Pločnik - Merdare where the plan is to supplement the existing road
with a 37.5 km dual carriageway motorway including five grade separated junctions: one type triangle and four
“trumpet” type interchanges.

Figure 2-1

Location of E80 section Pločnik-Merdare.

The overall objective of the project is to upgrade E80 highway at high standards in order to improve
connectivity between Serbia, Albania and Bulgaria (SEETO Route 7) and to contribute to the integration of
Serbia into the South East European transport system (Source: WB15-SER-TRA-01 RSA Workshop Meeting).
The motorway has been designed with 10.5 m width and a design speed limit of 100 km/h. There are 30
tunnels and 45 bridges on the section, 3 interchanges with pay toll stations, and a maintenance facility. Near
Kursumilja interchange and Merdare interchange there will be a rest area.
No emergency lanes have been designed in tunnels longer than 300 m but lay-bays according to Serbian
standards for every 300 m and space for pedestrians to be used in emergency situations. There will be control
centres, an emergency power generator and Wi-Fi in tunnels.
The two rest areas have not been designed in detail. A RSA of those have to be done during next phase.

Figure 2-2

Location of E80 section Pločnik-Merdare. Source: WB15-SER-TRA-01 RSA Workshop Meeting

In front of tunnels the traffic can shift to opposite lanes and in long tunnels (1 km) the traffic can shift to
opposite tunnel in case tunnels have to be closed.

Figure 2-3

Highway alignment and position of structures & facilities – section 1, 2 and 3. Source Drawing no.
WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G-001.

At the Rudare interchange the speed limit will be 40 kph and widenings in curves according to standards.
Several local roads have to be re-designed. Some of those will cross the motorway in an underpass (tunnel). A
preliminary design for those roads has only be done for a few. In next phase of the project all relevant local
roads have to be designed.

3 Findings from the Road Safety Audit
General
3.1.1

Pavement markings for emergency lane closure

Problem
Pavement markings for emergency lane closure in front of tunnel entrances are missing on several locations.
There is a pre-warning sign 200m before the tunnel and a sign 50m before the tunnel.

Figure 3-1

Missing pavement markings for emergency lane closure in front of tunnel entrances.
Source Drawing no.: WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-81-T-024. Drawing title: LAYOUT PLAN
OF TRAFFIC SIGNALIZATION AND ROAD EQUIPMENT

Recommendation
Pavement markings for emergency lane closure in front of tunnel entrances should be shown on drawings.
3.1.2

Pavement markings on roundabout traffic islands

Problem
The pavement markings on roundabout traffic islands is wrong. These are for one – way traffic.

Figure 3-2

Pavement markings on roundabout traffic islands – an example. Source Drawing no.:
WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-81-T-031. Drawing title: LAYOUT PLAN OF TRAFFIC
SIGNALIZATION AND ROAD EQUIPMENT.

Recommendation
Correct pavement markings on roundabout traffic islands to be used.
3.1.3

Slippery road at bridges

Problem
Air humidity is always much higher around bridges (rivers). The surface of the road could be slippery.

Figure 3-3

A river bridge – an example. Source Drawing no.: WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-81-T-003.
Drawing title: LAYOUT PLAN OF TRAFFIC SIGNALIZATION AND ROAD EQUIPMENT.

Recommendation
It is recommended to place traffic signs II-1 “slippery pavement” at river bridges. To be included in next phase.

3.1.4

ITS equipment

Problem
According to the Highway ITS equipment diagram, there will be a number of gantries for VMS signs, info displays
and CCTV masts. Gantries are fixed objects and unprotected gantries in the safety zone are hazards to errant
vehicles and in addition must be placed outside the working width of any proposed guardrail.
Recommendation
Guardrail should be provided to protect the ITS Equipment and should be placed outside the working width. To
be included in next phase.
3.1.5

Lay-bays in tunnels

Problem
Lay-bays in tunnels have not been designed in detail.
Vehicle collisions involving lay-bys or other lateral obstacles in tunnels are fortunately a relatively rare
occurrence. However, the consequences of such a collision are extremely severe and more often than not
result in fatalities.
In the region lay-bays in tunnels often are designed with headwalls in both directions that is hazardous to hit.
Recommendation
Lay-bays /Breakdown bays) are required in long tunnels. The end wall should according to a German
handbook1 have an angle of ≤ 1:3 in the travel direction (Figure 3-4). It can be secured by suitable passive
protection according to RPS [78]. Concrete protection walls should have an angle ≤ 1:3. In tunnels with twoway traffic, these requirements apply to both end walls.

Figure 3-4

1

Dimensions of a lay-bay next to a carriageway. Source: Handbook of Tunnel Engineering II

Handbook of Tunnel Engineering II. Basics and Additional Services for Design and Construction.

https://wiley-vch.e-bookshelf.de/products/reading-epub/productid/842341/title/Handbook%2Bof%2BTunnel%2BEngineering%2BII.html?lang=en

The spacing of breakdown bays should be ≤ 600 m in each direction. In tunnels with two-way traffic, the
breakdown bays should be arranged opposite each other in order to enable vehicles to run in case of
emergencies (turning bays).

Typical Cross Sections
3.1.6

Foreslopes and back slopes within the Safety Zone

Introduction to safety zone
The "Safety Zone", "Forgiving roadside” also called “clear roadside area” or “obstacle free zoon” is one of the
main issues of Sustainable Road Safety and the Safe System Approach. The system recognizes that road user
errors will happen, and crashes will occur. Those involved in the design of the road transport system need to
accept and share responsibility for the safety of the system and the users of the system need to accept
responsibility for complying with the rules and constraints of the system. More forgiving roadsides are included
in the approach.
The safety zone adjacent to the traffic lanes. It provides space for a driver to recover control of his vehicle if he
is in danger of running off the road. The clear zone must:
•

Be free of hazardous objects (such as posts, trees etc) and other hazards

•

Have a smooth design with no steep slopes, open drains, etc.

There are a number of empirical studies in Europe and US indicating major safety benefits from safety zones. It
is obvious that the need for clear zones increases with speed and curvature.
The following clear zone widths, measured from the edge of the traffic lane, are considered to give an acceptable
standard of safety. Traffic volume is also a factor, as, generally, the higher the traffic volume the greater the
frequency of run-off-road incidents – which supports the use of wider clear zone widths.

Speed

Desired width

Minimum width

70 kph

5m

3m

80 kph

6m

4m

100 kph

9m

6m

Table 3-1 Width of safety zone deepening on speed limit2
The safety zone widths given in the table above should be increased in sharp bends on high-speed roads
according to the diagram below.

Figure 3-5

Safety zone correction factor for bends1

Example: Radius 700 m and speed limit 100 gives the correction factor 1.6. Desired clear zone is extended from
9 m to 1.6 * 9 = 14.4 m.

2

Source: Consulting Services for Safe Road Design Safe Road Design Manual Amendments to the WB
Manual 2011-02-25: http://www.putevisrbije.rs/images/pdf/harmonizacija/prirucnik_za_projektovanje_puteva/safe_road_design_manual_amendment
s_to_wb.pdf. Page 29

Front slopes steeper than 1:3 cannot be counted as part of the safety zone because they are too steep. Slopes
that can be traversed safely by out-of-control vehicles need to be at least 1:4 or gentler. Slopes between 1:3 and
1:4 are marginal; the normal practice is that half the width of these slopes is counted as part of the safety zone
– see the Figure 3-6.

Figure 3-6

Example how to calculate safety zones1

Lack of safety zone (no fixed objects near the road side) or “forgiving roadsides” (e.g. crash friendly poles,
guardrails, slopes) is a typical deficiency on cross sections.

The Safety Zone is an obstacle-free strip at the side of the carriageway.
The following features can be regarded as obstacles:
›
Embankment foreslopes (sideslopes) steeper than 1V:4H (slopes as steep as 1V:3H may be
acceptable if there is a clear run-out area at the bottom of the embankment.
›
Backslopes steeper than 1V:2H
›
Non-deformable rigid obstacles, such as, bridge piers and abutments, retaining walls, rock
cuttings, walls, culvert headwalls, and rigid supports for sign gantries and large signs
›
Obstacles such as trees likely to grow to a size where the trunk width ≥ 250mm, gantries,
lighting columns, sign supports having an external diameter ≥ 90mm, and equipment cabinets
(structures that have been designed to be 'passively safe' (collapsible) are excluded)
›
Ditches and open drains (unless designed to be traversable)
›
Fences.
Problem
Experience shows that unprotected foreslopes and back slopes could be hazardous to errant vehicles and result
in overturning.
Recommendation
Guardrails should be used if the foreslopes are steeper than 1V:4H (slopes as steep as 1V:3H may be acceptable
provided that there is a clear run-out area at the bottom of the embankment) or backslopes steeper than 1V:2H
and the difference of level is more than 1.5 m.

3.1.7

Walls within the Safety Zone

Problem
On drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G-002 - Typical Cross Sections a cross section in cut with walls
close to the carriageway is shown. The wall edge is within the desired safety zone and the wall beginning could
be hazardous to errant vehicles.

Figure 3-7

Cross Section. The walls are in the safety zone. The distance from the running lane and
the wall is 6.40m. Part of drawing WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G-002

Recommendation
If the beginning of the wall is in the safety zone energy absorbent terminal should be used.
3.1.8

Slopes within the Safety Zone (1)

Problem
Comment no. 1: On drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G-002 - Typical Cross Sections is shown a
cross section in cut with slopes 1V:1H close to the carriageway. The slope is just within the minimum safety zone
and could be hazardous to errant vehicles.

Figure 3-8

Cross Section. The walls are in the safety zone. The distance from the running lane and
the slope is 5.90m. Part of drawing WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G-002

Comment no. 2: On drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G-002 - Typical Cross Sections a cross section
in cut with slopes 1V:1H close to the carriageway is shown. The slope is just within the minimum safety zone and
could be hazardous to errant vehicles.

Figure 3-9

Cross Section. The slope is in the safety zone. The distance from the running lane and the
wall is 5.90m. Part of drawing WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G-002

Recommendation
If the slopes are located in the safety zone, the slope should be changed to 1V:2H, the slope should be moved
out of the safety zone or guardrail should be used to protect the road users to the hazard.
3.1.9

Guardrail terminals

Problem
Guardrail terminals facing oncoming traffic are potential road side hazard to errant high-speed vehicles. The
used guardrails are turndown (lowered) ends (in length of 12m). No details are provided of such turndown
(lowered) end, but if it is “usual” turndown end used in region (see picture down left) it would be useful to avoid
it and design something much safer (see picture down right) as that may function as a ramp.

Recommendations:
› Out-of-control vehicles can become impaled on terminals
› Avoid leaving short (<80m) gaps in guardrail, to minimize the number of guardrails ends
› Fishtail terminals should not be used
› Use energy-absorbing terminal piece
› Flare the guardrail so terminals are located outside the safety zone with a flare rate of at
least 1 to 16

Figure 3-10 Guardrail terminals. Source top: Drawing no.: WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-81-T-006.
Drawing title: LAYOUT PLAN OF TRAFFIC SIGNALIZATION AND ROAD EQUIPMENT.
Down left: Pictures from the region. Downright energy absorbent terminal in Sweden.
Recommendation
Gaps in guardrails shorter than 80 m should be closed even if the difference of level is less than 1.5 m. Energy
absorbent end treatment should be provided on traffic facing guardrail terminals (Figure 3-11).

Figure 3-11 Example of energy absorbent terminal from a Danish motorway. Should always be used in fill where
it is not possible to falre the guardrail away from the road and ramp down.
If the road is in cut flared and ramped down guardrail terminals turned away from the road can be used as can
be seen in Figure 3-12.

Figure 3-12 Guardrail terminals should be turned away from the road and ramped down if the road is in cut.
Picture from a Danish motorway.
3.1.10 Guardrail terminals at tunnels

Problem
Details of guardrails have not been made yet.
Recommendation
Guardrails should be fixed to the tunnel wall like shown on the picture in Figure 3-13.

Figure 3-13 Example: Guardrail fixed to a tunnel. Tunnel in Montenegro

Motorway section 1
No comments noted.

Motorway section 2
3.1.11 Number of lanes inside and outside the tunnel KM 59+850
Problem
Comment No. 1: According to directive 2004 – 54 – EC, except for the emergency lane, the same number of
lanes shall be maintained inside and outside the tunnel. Any change in the number of lanes shall occur at
enough distance in front of the tunnel portal; this distance shall be at least the distance covered in 10 seconds
by a vehicle travelling at the speed limit. When geographic circumstances prevent this, additional and/or
reinforced measures shall be taken to enhance safety.
Comment No. 2: A portal is placed some 30m from the tunnel’s end. There is doubt whether it will have
appropriate visibility from the tunnel.

Figure 3-14 Number of lanes inside and outside the tunnel KM 59+850 Source Drawing no.: WB15SER-TRA-01-DWG-81-T-018. Drawing title: LAYOUT PLAN OF TRAFFIC
SIGNALIZATION AND ROAD EQUIPMENT
Recommendation
The start of the tunnel should be mowed at least 100m towards south (100m shorter).
The second option is to move the interchange RUDARE 100 m towards north.

Motorway section 3
3.1.12 Speed limit and radii section KM 75.997.14 – 76+103.65
Problem
The speed limit of 100 kph is inappropriate in a curve with horizontal radii (R=180m). The lower the curve radii
the higher the risk of crashes.

Figure 3-15

Design speed and minimum curve radius

Figure 3-16 R=180. Source Drawing no.: WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-81-T-031. Drawing title: LAYOUT
PLAN OF TRAFFIC SIGNALIZATION AND ROAD EQUIPMENT.

Furthermore the combination of horizontal and vertical
radii seems to be problematic because of potential lack
of stopping distance. There is a potentially unsafe
combination of sharp horizontal curve with radius 180m,
slope with gradient of 5% and vertical radius 5000m.
The road safety auditor has no drawing in dwg format,
so he is not able to check designed stopping visibility.

Figure 3-17
Combination of horizontal and vertical
radii. Source Drawing no.:Source: LAYOUT AND
LONGITUDINAL PROFILE - ALIGNMENT GEOMETRY
km 73+800.00 - km 76+333.79, Drawing no. WB15SER-TRA-01-DWG-123-G-003.7
Recommendation
A sign for termination of the motorway should be located
500m before the curve.
The curve radii should be set to at least 250m and the
speed limit towards Merdare to 80 kph already before
the pay toll in KM 73+750 and thus including also the
ramps at Merdare.
A pre-warning sign "sharp curve" (Figure 3-19) should
be placed 400m (ca. KM 75+200) and 200m (ca. KM
75+400) before the curve.
If the radii cannot be changed, the speed limit should be
lowered to 60 kph 300m (approx. KM 75+300) before
the curve.
It is recommended to ensure adequate stopping sight
according to recommended speed limit or according to
recommended changed horizontal radii.

Figure 3-18 R=400 at the curve. Source: Drawing no.: WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-81-T-031. Drawing
title: LAYOUT PLAN OF TRAFFIC SIGNALIZATION AND ROAD EQUIPMENT.
Furthermore, at least three chevron signs should be added in the curve and rumble strips on the approach to
the curve (Figure 3-19).

Warning sign

Background marking

Rumble strips on
approach to curve

Figure 3-19 Examples of signing, marking and delineation system for curves Source: Road Safety Engineering
Manual, World Bank, May 2014

Interchange "KURSUMLIJA"
Between KM 46 and KM 47 there is an interchange were road users can leave the motorway and enter the
existing road and vice versa.

Figure 3-20 Interchange KURSUMILJA. The arrow show the direction of the pictures in Figure 3-21 and Figure
3-22. Source: Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G-001.

Figure 3-21 Interchange KURSUMILJA. Existing
road direction north.

Figure 3-22 Interchange KURSUMILJA. Existing
road direction south.

The designers expect yearly daily traffic as can be seen in Figure 3-23.

Figure 3-23
Interchange KURSUMILJA. Expected traffic (average number of vehicles pr. day). Source:
Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G-008.2
The expected traffic volumes are rather small.
The junction at the existing road has been designed as a roundabout were the existing road is in a curve.

Figure 3-24 Interchange KURSUMILJA. Roundabout at existing road. Source: Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA01-DWG-121-G-008.2
3.1.13 Curve radius at interchange

Problem
Comment no. 1: Curve radius is low at the interchange. Vehicle leaving the motorway from south and entering
the motorway towards south have curves of respectively R=45 and R=75 m which is critical. Too high speeds
can lead to a vehicle leaving the road.
Comment no. 2: Vehicles (especially heavy vehicles) can have difficulties in reaching adequate speeds before
entering the motorway towards south because of the grade.

Figure 3-25

Radii at KURSUMILJA. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G-008.2

Figure 3-26 Radii at KURSUMILJA. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-81-T-008 LAYOUT PLAN
OF TRAFFIC SIGNALIZATION AND ROAD EQUIPMENT
Recommendation
It is recommended to set up additional traffic signs II-30 “speed limit” with supplementary table IV-1 around
100m before the curve. In that way drivers will get much more time to prepare themselves for the required rapid
decreasing of driving speed. The 40 kph speed limit should be maintained till after the pay toll towards west
and start before the pay toll towards east.
It should be considered to extend the length of the ramps towards south as the speed in the curve will be low.

3.1.14 Gore length exiting the motorway

Problem
Within the junction, traffic from the motorway north bound and south bound merges west of the motorway.
Traffic from south will be lowered because of the underpass and is thus at a lower level than the traffic from
north. Therefore, inter-visibility between the two arms may be limited and drivers may only observe each other
at the last moment before merging.

Figure 3-27 Merges at KURSUMILJA. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G-008.2
Recommendation
The carriageway width appears wide enough to allow a longer merge length and allow drivers to remain in two
distinct lanes on approach to the pay toll.
3.1.15 Location of roundabout at existing road

Problem
There may be reduced visibility towards the roundabout when coming from the existing road.
Recommendation
In next phase of the project prewarming signs should be added at least 200 m from the roundabout from all
three directions and trees at least 20 m from the roundabout should be removed.
Furthermore speed signs with maximum speed limit of 60 kph could be used from both directions of the
existing road towards the roundabout. The signs are recommended to be placed 150 m before the roundabout
on the existing road and at the pay toll on the access road towards the roundabout.

3.1.16 Sharp curve on access road

Problem
The radii of the curve just after the pay toll is only 120 m.

Figure 3-28 Radii just after pay toll at KURSUMILJA. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G-008.3.3
Recommendation
It is suggested that the speed limit on the access road is 40 kph from the roundabout and till after the pay toll in
both directions.

3.1.17 Ramps

Ramp AB
Ramp A
Ramp B

Ramp D

Ramp C

Figure 3-29 Ramps at KURSUMILJA. Source: Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G-008.3.2
Problem
There is a potentially unsafe situation at ramp A because the stopping sight is only approx. 100 m. Despite the
speed limit of 60 kph on the ramp (and ensured stopping distance according to that speed limit) there is
problem with drivers who increases their driving speed too early trying to reach the motorway speed limit as
soon as possible.
Unsafe situation may occur at ramp D because its geometry allow higher driving speeds than the posted speed
limit of 50 kph. Especially, this is a problem at the vertical curve (assessed stopping visibility is no longer than
120 m).

Ramp A – longitudinal profile

Ramp B – longitudinal
profile
Fit into highway

Fit into highway

Driving direction
Driving direction

Figure 3-30 Ramps at A and B at KURSUMILJA. Source: Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G008.4.4

Ramp D – longitudinal profile
Fit into ramp 1

Driving direction

Figure 3-31 Ramp D at KURSUMILJA. Source: Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G-008.4.6
Recommendation
Some general proposal would be to repeat speed limit sign at least one more time (some 150 m in front of
already designed one) along the ramp D and to repeat speed limit sign some 100m before the highest point of
vertical curve (looking at the driving direction) of the ramp A and to put rumble strips on ramp D and B.

Interchange "RUDARE"

Figure 3-32 Interchange RUDARE. The arrows show the direction of the pictures in Figure 3-34 - Figure 3-37.
Source: Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G-001.

Figure 3-33 Interchange RUDARE. Source: Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-122-G-008.2

Figure 3-34 Interchange RUDARE. Existing road
direction north.

Figure 3-35 Interchange RUDARE. Existing road
direction south.

Figure 3-36 Interchange RUDARE. Existing road
direction east.

Figure 3-37 Interchange RUDARE. Existing road
direction west.

The designers expect yearly daily traffic as can be seen on Figure 3-38.

Figure 3-38 Interchange RUDARE. Expected traffic (average number of vehicles pr. day). Source: Drawing no.
WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-122-G-008.2
The expected traffic volumes are rather small.

3.1.18 High gradient on entering ramps

Problem
The ramps have a high gradient and a lower level than the motorway. It is very important that vehicles entering
the motorway have appropriate speed and that the visibility is good.

Figure 3-39 Interchange RUDARE. Ramp towards Pločnik. Source: Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG122-G-008.3.1

Figure 3-40 Interchange RUDARE 3D. Source: 2.Petlja Rudare_3D.pdf
Recommendation
The ramps have to be extra-long.
3.1.19 Serpentine curve

Problem
Comment no. 1: The level of the existing road at Rudare is much lower than the level of the motorway. The
access road from the existing road to the motorway has thus a serpentine curve to secure a lower gradient.
The radii of the curve is only 30m corresponding to very low speed.
Comment no. 2: The maximal gradient is 7%. Heavy vehicles will climb the hill with very slow speeds making
other road users impatient.

Figure 3-41 Access road at "RUDARE". Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-122-G-005.11
Comment no. 3: There is potentially unsafe situation caused by slope gradient of – 4.3% and sharp curve with
horizontal radius of 30 m. This could be unsafe especially during winter (snow, frost, drizzle etc.) or when it is
raining. Slippery pavement is very dangerous.

Figure 3-42 Serpentine curve at "RUDARE". Source: LAYOT PLAN OF TRAFFIC SIGNALIZATION AND
ROAD EQUIPMENT, Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-81-T-018

Ramp AB – longitudinal profile
Serpentine position, R=30 m,
i=4.3%

Figure 3-43 Serpentine curve at "RUDARE". Source: Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-122-G-008.4.2
The geometry is convenient for higher speeds than the speed limit and that may encourage drivers to drive too
fast.
Recommendation
The recommendation is putting up speed limit signs with 30 km/h, a pre-warning sharp curve sign, background
marking, centre hatching and rumble strips on approach (Figure 3-44) and widening the curve.

Background marking
Warning sign
Centre hatching

Rumble strips on
approach to curve

Figure 3-44 Examples of signing, marking and delineation system for curves Source: Road Safety Engineering
Manual, World Bank, May 2014
Furthermore signs showing the gradient should be used.
Speed limit signs should be repeated at least one more time (some 150 m in front of already designed ones),
provide warning traffic signs “slippery road” with additional tables (when it rains or snows) and to provide
warning traffic signs “dangerous slope”.
A climbing lane can be suggested.

3.1.20 Sharp curve

Problem
The radii of the curve north of the pay toll is only 90m corresponding to design speed of 50 km/h.

Figure 3-45 Access road at "RUDARE". Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-122-G-005.11
Recommendation
The recommendation is a speed limit off 50 kph from the roundabout and including the pay toll area.
Furthermore a pre-warning sharp curve sign and background marking (Figure 3-44) should be used.
3.1.21 Slopes within the Safety Zone

Problem
Typical cross section of two-way road in cut in road curve 2-2, road curve 5-5 and straight section 4-4 show
slopes 1V:1H and 1V:1,5H close to the carriageway. The slopes are within the safety zone if the speed limit is
more than 30 kph and could be hazardous to errant vehicles.
Similar problem can be found at the pay toll area were the slope is 1V:1H.

Figure 3-46 Typical cross section of two-way road in cut in road curve 2-2. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01DWG-122-G-008.5.1

Recommendation
The slope should be changed to 1V:2H, the speed limit should be sat to 30 km/h or the slopes should be
moved out of the safety zone.
3.1.22 Roundabout

Problem
The roundabout may come as a surprise to the drivers leading to a crash.

Figure 3-47 Roundabout at "RUDARE". Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-81-T-018 LAYOUT
PLAN OF TRAFFIC SIGNALIZATION AND ROAD EQUIPMENT
Recommendation
It is recommended to provide traffic signs I-30 “roundabout” at all access roads to the roundabout. Also, it
would be useful to provide chevron signs along curves.
The speed limit in the sharp curve towards north (R=35) should be 40 km/h.

Interchange "MERDARE"

Figure 3-48 Interchange MERDARE. The arrows show the direction of the pictures in Figure 3-49 - Figure 3-51.
Source: Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G-001.

Figure 3-49 Interchange Merdare. Existing road
direction north.

Figure 3-51

Figure 3-50 Interchange Merdare. Existing road
direction south.

Interchange Merdare. Existing road direction west.

The designers expect yearly daily traffic as can be seen on Figure 3-23

Figure 3-52 Interchange MERDARE. Expected traffic (average number of vehicles pr. day). Source: Drawing
no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-123-G-008.2
The expected traffic volumes are very small.

Figure 3-53 Interchange MERDARE. Source: Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-123-G-008.2
The roundabout leads to another roundabout where the existing road and an access road to a rest area meet.
The roundabout at the existing road is located in a curve.
3.1.23 Roundabouts

Problem
The roundabouts may come as a surprise to the drivers leading to a crash especially those coming from the
existing road.

Figure 3-54 Roundabout at "MERDARE". Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G-008.3.1 The
second roundabout cannot be seen on drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G-008.1
Recommendation
It is recommended to set up traffic signs I-30 “roundabout” at all access roads to the roundabouts. Also, it
would be useful to set up chevron signs along the sharp curves at ramp R-AB.
The speed limit should be 50 kph between the roundabouts.

3.1.24 Typical cross section

Problem
Typical cross section of access road on fill in curve 4-4 has slopes of 1V:2H. This is not appropriate for roads in
fill.

Figure 3-55

Roundabout at "MERDARE". Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G-008.5.2

Recommendation
Embankment foreslopes (sideslopes) should not be steeper than 1V:4H. Slopes as steep as 1V:3H may be
acceptable if there is a clear run-out area at the bottom of the embankment.
Alternatively there should be guardrails on this section.

3.1.25 Limited stopping sight

Ramp F, i=5%

Ramp AB
Ramp C, i=5.8%

Ramp E

Ramp D

Figure 3-56 Ramps at "MERDARE". Source: Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-123-G-008.3.2
Comment 1, ramp D: There is potentially an unsafe situation caused by limited stopping sight (probably not
longer than 110m in case that coming vehicle and irregular stopped vehicle are private cars, height not
exceeding 1.60 m). The speed limit along the ramp is 60 kph but the geometry is convenient for higher speeds
and this may encourage drivers to drive too fast.

Ramp D – longitudinal profile

Fit into
highway

Driving direction

Figure 3-57

Ramp D "MERDARE". Source: Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-123-G-008.4.3

Comment 2, ramp E: There is potentially an unsafe situation caused by limited stopping sight (probably not
longer than 130m in case that arriving vehicle and irregular stopped vehicle are private cars, with height not
exceeding 1.60 m). The speed limit along the ramp is 60 kph but the geometry is convenient for higher speeds
than the speed limit and that may encourage drivers to drive too fast.

Ramp E – longitudinal profile

Fit into highway

Driving direction

Figure 3-58

Ramps E "MERDARE". Source: Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-123-G-008.4.4

Comment 3, ramp F: There is potentially unsafe situation caused by slope gradient of - 5%. The speed limit
along ramp is 60 kph but the geometry is convenient for higher speeds than the speed limit and that may
encourage drivers to drive too fast.

Ramp F – longitudinal profile

Fit into highway

Driving direction

Figure 3-59 Ramp F "MERDARE".Source: Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-123-G-008.4.5
Recommendation
A general proposal would be to repeat speed limit signs at least one more time (some 150 m in front of already
designed ones), to provide warning traffic signs “danger slope”, maybe to provide rumble strips, and provide
mandatory traffic sings “forbidden parking and stopping” on ramps E and D.

Local roads (all sections)
3.1.26 Sharp curves

Problem
Several local roads have to be re-designed because of the new motorway. Many of those have curves with
very low radii. Curves on rural roads with radii less than 400 m are known to be hazardous.

Figure 3-60 Example sharp curves on local road KM 41+646. Source: Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG121-G-005.1.
At the following KM a local road crosses the motorway and has curves with R<400
• 40+669 (section 1)
• 41+646 (section 1)
• 42+100 (section 1)
• 45+200 (section 1)
• 47+500 (section 1)
• 54+500 (section 2)
• 55+850 (section 2)
• 59+000 (section 2)
• 63+450 (section 3)
• 74+200 (section 3)
Recommendation
The recommendation is on roads having asphalt paving to use speed limit signs with 30 or 40 km/h
(deepening on radii) and rumble strips on approach (if there are no houses close to the curve because of
noise). A pre-warning sharp curve sign, background marking, should be used even on roads without asphalt
pawing (Figure 3-61).

Warning sign
Background marking

Rumble strips on approach to
curve

Figure 3-61 Examples of signing, marking and delineation system for curves Source: Road Safety Engineering
Manual, World Bank, May 2014

3.1.27 Local roads under a bridge

Problem
Comment no. 1: A local road crosses the motorway (several times) at around KM 55+750. The local road has
several very sharp curves.
Comment no. 2. There seem to be two Y-junctions on the local roads. Y-junctions are known to be hazardous
as road users are often confused of the wright of way (Figure 3-62).
Recommendation
New lay-out as suggested in Figure 3-63 should be considered.
The speed limit on local roads with asphalt paving, should be no more than 50 kph. Background marking
should be used even on roads without asphalt pawing.
Y-junctions should be avoided.

Figure 3-62 Sharp curves and Y-junctions on a local road. Source: Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-122G-007.1.

Figure 3-63 Suggestion for changes. Source: Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G-007.1.

APPENDIX A Review according to minimal safety requirement for tunnels
in the Trans – European Road Network (given by directive 2004 – 54 – EC)

The following list is a review of all tunnels longer than 500 m.

Name of
tunnel and
length
Merdare
1360m

Laskovića
vis
600m

Mala
Kosanica
1115m

There are:

To be clarified

The following is missing:

Gradients ≤ 5%;
There is mechanical ventilation
system;
There are emergency exits in
appropriate distances;
There are emergency stations and
hydrants in appropriate distances;
There is tunnel closing equipment
(traffic lights, variable message signs
and barriers);
There are lay-bys in appropriate
distances;
There are normal, safety and
evacuation lightings;
There are video monitoring system
and automatic fire detection system.
Gradients ≤ 5%;
There are emergency exits in
appropriate distances;
There are emergency stations and
hydrants placed in appropriate
distances;
There is tunnel closing equipment
(traffic lights, and variable message
signs);
There are video monitoring system
and automatic fire detection system.
Gradients ≤ 5%;
There is mechanical ventilation
system;
There are emergency exits in
appropriate distances;
There are emergency stations and
hydrants placed in appropriate
distances;
There is tunnel closing equipment
(traffic lights, variable message signs
and barriers);

Is there Radio rebroadcasting for
emergency services?
Is there emergency
power supply?

Crossing of the central
reserve outside each
portal (note: mandatory
outside twin- or multitube tunnels wherever
geographically
possible).

Is there emergency
power supply?
Are there normal, safety
and evacuation
lightings?

Crossing of the central
reserve outside each
portal (note: mandatory
outside twin- or multitube tunnels wherever
geographically
possible).

Is there emergency
power supply?
Is there Radio rebroadcasting for
emergency services?

Crossing of the central
reserve outside each
portal (note: mandatory
outside twin- or multitube tunnels wherever
geographically
possible).

Name of
tunnel and
length

Đorovići
520m

Mijačići
695m

Veliko brdo
670m

There are:

There are lay-bys in appropriate
distances;
There are normal, safety and
evacuation lightings;
There are video monitoring system
and automatic fire detection system
Gradients ≤ 5%;
There are emergency exits in
appropriate distances;
There are emergency stations and
hydrants placed in appropriate
distances;
There is tunnel closing equipment
(traffic lights);
There are video monitoring system
and automatic fire detection system.
Gradients ≤ 5%;
There is mechanical ventilation
system;
There are emergency exits in
appropriate distances;
There are emergency stations and
hydrants placed in appropriate
distances;
There is tunnel closing equipment
(traffic lights and variable message
signs);
There are normal, safety and
evacuation lightings;
There are video monitoring system
and automatic fire detection system.
Gradients ≤ 5%;
There is mechanical ventilation
system;
There are emergency exits in
appropriate distances;
There are emergency stations and
hydrants placed in appropriate
distances;
There is tunnel closing equipment
(traffic lights and variable message
signs);
There are normal, safety and
evacuation lightings;
There are video monitoring system
and automatic fire detection system.

To be clarified

The following is missing:

Is there emergency
power supply?
Are there normal, safety
and evacuation
lightings?

Crossing of the central
reserve outside each
portal (note: mandatory
outside twin- or multitube tunnels wherever
geographically
possible).

Is there emergency
power supply?

Crossing of the central
reserve outside each
portal (note: mandatory
outside twin- or multitube tunnels wherever
geographically
possible).

Is there emergency
power supply?

Crossing of the central
reserve outside each
portal (note: mandatory
outside twin- or multitube tunnels wherever
geographically
possible).

Name of
tunnel and
length
Štacija 1
790m

Borovčani
540m

Marina Kula
2030m

There are:

To be clarified

The following is missing:

Gradients ≤ 5%;
There is mechanical ventilation
system;
There are emergency exits in
appropriate distances;
There are emergency stations and
hydrants placed in appropriate
distances;
There is tunnel closing equipment
(traffic lights and variable message
signs);
There are normal, safety and
evacuation lightings;
There are video monitoring system
and automatic fire detection system.
Gradients ≤ 5%;
There are emergency exits in
appropriate distances;
There are emergency stations and
hydrants placed in appropriate
distances;
There is tunnel closing equipment
(traffic lights);
There are video monitoring system
and automatic fire detection system.
Gradients ≤ 5%;
There is mechanical ventilation
system;
There are emergency exits in
appropriate distances;
There are emergency stations and
hydrants placed in appropriate
distances;
There is tunnel closing equipment
(traffic lights, variable message signs
and barriers);
There are lay-bys in appropriate
distances;
There is access for emergency
services in appropriate distance
(placed on ch.km 50+010 in width of
app. 5m);
There are normal, safety and
evacuation lightings;
There are video monitoring system
and automatic fire detection system.

Is there emergency
power supply?

Crossing of the central
reserve outside each
portal (note: mandatory
outside twin- or multitube tunnels wherever
geographically
possible).

Is there emergency
power supply?

Crossing of the central
reserve outside each
portal (note: mandatory
outside twin- or multitube tunnels wherever
geographically
possible).

Is there emergency
power supply?
Is there Radio rebroadcasting for
emergency services?

Crossing of the central
reserve outside each
portal (note: mandatory
outside twin- or multitube tunnels wherever
geographically
possible).

APPENDIX B List of drawings received

The auditor was provided with copies of the following drawings:
• Western Balkan Investment Framework (WBIF). Infrastructures Projects Facility Technical Assistance 4
(IPF4). Volume 1/2.1. Preliminary design for construction of highway E80 from Kosovo (administrative
crossing Merdare) to NIS (Merosina interchange), Sector 2 (39+419-77+000 from Plocknik to Merdare.
Section 1: km 39+419-45 – km 47+050.00:
o Preview Layout. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G-001
o Typical cross sections. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G-002
o Layout and longitudinal profile – alignment geometry. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G003.1 - WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G-003.3
o Highway alignment layout and longitudinal profile. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G-005.1 WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G-005.7
o Preview layout – Interchanges "Kursumilja". Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G-008.1
o Interchange scheme layout. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G-008.2
o Interchange "Kursumilja" layout and levelling plan. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G008.3.1 - WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G-008.3.3
o Interchange "Kursumilja" Access road – longitudinal profile. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121G-008.4.1 - WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G-008.4.2
o Interchange "Kursumilja". Ramp AB – longitudinal profile. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G008.4.3
o Interchange "Kursumilja". Ramp A, ramp B – longitudinal profile. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG121-G-008.4.4 and WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G-008.4.5
o Interchange "Kursumilja". Ramp D, roundabout leg – longitudinal profile. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA01-DWG-121-G-008.4.6
o Interchange "Kursumilja". Typical cross section of two-sided ramp. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01DWG-121-G-008.5.1 - WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G-008.5.3
o Interchange "Kursumilja". Typical cross section of pay toll plateau and access road. Drawing no. WB15SER-TRA-01-DWG-121-G-008.5.4
o LAYOUT PLAN OF TRAFFIC SIGNALIZATION AND ROAD EQUIPMENT. Drawing no. WB15-SERTRA-01-DWG-81-T-001 - WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-81-T-008
o TRAFFIC SIGNALISATION DIAGRAM. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-8214-T-002
• Western Balkan Investment Framework (WBIF). Infrastructures Projects Facility Technical Assistance 4
(IPF4). Volume 1/2.2. Preliminary design for construction of highway E80 from Kosovo (administrative
crossing Merdare) to NIS (Merosina interchange), Sector 2 (39+419-77+000 from Plocknik to Merdare.
Section 2: km 47+050.00 – km 59+800:
o Preview Layout. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-122-G-001
o Typical cross sections. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-122-G-002
o Layout and longitudinal profile – alignment geometry. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-122-G003.1 - WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-122-G-003.6
o Highway alignment layout and longitudinal profile. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-122-G-005.1.1
- WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-122-G-011
o Preview layout – "Rudare" Interchange. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-122-G-008.1
o Interchange "Rudare" scheme layout. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-122-G-008.2
o Interchange "Rudare" layout and levelling plan. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-122-G-008.3.1 WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-122-G-008.3.4

o Interchange "Rudare" Access road – longitudinal profile. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-122-G008.4.1 - WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-122-G-008.4.4
o Interchange "Rudare". Ramp C – longitudinal profile. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-122-G008.4.5
o Interchange "Rudare". Ramp D – longitudinal profile. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-122-G008.4.6
o Interchange "Rudare". Ramp E – longitudinal profile. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-122-G008.4.7
o Interchange "Rudare". Ramp F – longitudinal profile. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-122-G008.4.8
o Interchange "Rudare". Local road G – longitudinal profile. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-122-G008.4.9
o Interchange "Rudare". Typical cross section of one-sided ramp and two-way access road. Drawing no.
WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-122-G-008.5.1
o Interchange "Rudare". Typical cross section of two-way access road. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01DWG-122-G-008.5.2 and WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-122-G-008.5.3
o LAYOUT PLAN OF TRAFFIC SIGNALIZATION AND ROAD EQUIPMENT. Drawing no. WB15-SERTRA-01-DWG-81-T-009 - WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-81-T-018
o TRAFFIC SIGNALISATION LAYOUT. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-821-T-001-4
o TRAFFIC SIGNALISATION LAYOUT. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-822-T-001
o TRAFFIC SIGNALISATION LAYOUT. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-823-T-001
o TRAFFIC SIGNALISATION LAYOUT. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-824-T-001-1
o TRAFFIC SIGNALISATION LAYOUT. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-824-T-001-2
o TRAFFIC SIGNALISATION LAYOUT. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-822-T-001
o TRAFFIC SIGNALISATION LAYOUT. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-822-T-001
o TRAFFIC SIGNALISATION LAYOUT. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-8214-T-003
o TRAFFIC SIGNALISATION DIAGRAM. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-821-T-002
o TRAFFIC SIGNALISATION DIAGRAM. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-XXX-Y-ZZZ
o TRAFFIC SIGNALISATION DIAGRAM. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-XXX-Y-ZZZ
o TRAFFIC SIGNALISATION DIAGRAM. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-822-T-002
o TRAFFIC SIGNALISATION DIAGRAM. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-823-T-002
o TRAFFIC SIGNALISATION DIAGRAM. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-824-T-002-1
o TRAFFIC SIGNALISATION DIAGRAM. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-824-T-002-2
o TRAFFIC SIGNALISATION DIAGRAM. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-825-T-002
o TRAFFIC SIGNALISATION LAYOUT. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-8214-T-001
o TRAFFIC SIGNALISATION DIAGRAM. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-8214-T-003
o TRAFFIC SIGNALISATION LAYOUT. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-821-T-001-1
o TRAFFIC SIGNALISATION LAYOUT. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-821-T-001-2
o TRAFFIC SIGNALISATION LAYOUT. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-821-T-001-3
• Western Balkan Investment Framework (WBIF). Infrastructures Projects Facility Technical Assistance 4
(IPF4). Volume 1/2.3. Preliminary design for construction of highway E80 from Kosovo (administrative
crossing Merdare) to NIS (Merosina interchange), Sector 2 (39+419-77+000 from Plocknik to Merdare.
Section 3: km 59+800 - 77+000:
o Preview Layout. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-123-G-001
o Typical cross sections. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-123-G-002
o Layout and longitudinal profile – alignment geometry. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-123-G003.1 - WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-123-G-003.7
o Highway alignment layout and longitudinal profile. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-123-G-005.1 WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-123-G-014
o Preview layout – "Merdare" Interchange. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-123-G-008.1
o Interchange "Merdare" Interchange. scheme layout. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-123-G-008.2

o Interchange "Merdare" layout and levelling plan. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-123-G-008.3.1 WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-123-G-008.3.3
o Interchange "Merdare" Access road – longitudinal profile. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-123-G008.4.1
o Interchange "Merdare". Ramp C – longitudinal profile. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-123-G008.4.2
o Interchange "Merdare". Ramp D – longitudinal profile. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-123-G008.4.3
o Interchange "Merdare". Ramp E – longitudinal profile. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-123-G008.4.4
o Interchange "Merdare". Ramp F – longitudinal profile. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-123-G008.4.5
o Interchange "Merdare". Typical cross section of one-sided ramp. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG123-G-008.5.1 and WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-123-G-008.5.2
o LAYOUT PLAN OF TRAFFIC SIGNALIZATION AND ROAD EQUIPMENT. Drawing no. WB15-SERTRA-01-DWG-81-T-019 - WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-81-T-031
o TRAFFIC SIGNALISATION LAYOUT. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-826-T-001
o TRAFFIC SIGNALISATION LAYOUT. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-827-T-001
o TRAFFIC SIGNALISATION LAYOUT. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-828-T-001-1
o TRAFFIC SIGNALISATION LAYOUT. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-828-T-001-2
o TRAFFIC SIGNALISATION LAYOUT. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-829-T-001
o TRAFFIC SIGNALISATION LAYOUT. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-8210-T-001
o TRAFFIC SIGNALISATION LAYOUT. Drawing no. WB15-SER-TRA-01-DWG-8211-T-001-1
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APPENDIX C Designers Response Template

Ref

Agreed
Y/N

Audit team final
comments

If No-Response or Alternative Measure

3.1.1

Y

-

3.1.2

Y

-

3.1.3

Y

-

3.1.4

Y

-

3.1.5

Y

-

3.2.1

Y

-

3.2.2

Y

-

3.2.3

Y

-

3.2.4

Y

-

3.2.5

Y

-

3.4.1

N

3.5.1

Y/N

The tunnel itself should not be shorter, regarding
topography it should be even longer, but position of
portal is determined in order to be as much as possible
away from interchange position (because of exit/entry
lanes). Potential shortening of a tunnel would require
huge and heavy earth works, which would results in
deep cut with height of over 40-50m at chainage
59+900. Such a height will be problematic (probably
impossible) bearing in mind geological conditions at this
area. See Figure 64 in APPENDIX C-1.
Roundabout is required per Spatial plan and on local
community comments and request. Position of an
interchange roundabout is proposed to be on only
possible spot (existing high peak), regarding the level
difference between existing road and proposed
motorway which is cca 80m. Potential translation of a
roundabout would result in a very (probably impossible)
steep grades on interchange ramps, or in a very high
and unstable embankments. See Figure 65 in
APPENDIX C-1.

The road safety audit
team takes note of the
designer's response
without further comment.

Signalization- sign for speed limit of 60kmh will be
added

The road safety audit
team takes note of the
designer's response
without further comment.

Curve radii cannot be changed due to high hill on the
right side of the road, and deep cut, or even a tunnel
which such a change would produce. However radii of
180m allows the speed of V=70kmh (per Serbian
rulebooks), but Designer agrees that it can be even
reduced to 60kmh. Figure 66 in APPENDIX C-1 shows
the stoping distance area and side view berm (red
zone) for speed of 70kmh and stoping distance of 90m
(for speed 60kmh it is even shorter). It can be seen that
stopping distance is provided along the whole curve
length, since cut slope is out of red area.

Vertical curve at the end of section is a condition to be
as much as possible on the existing vertical alignment
and to fit into existing state, as this is also implemented
in Kosovo side alignment design.
3.6.1

Y/N

Signalization- sign for speed limit will be added
Curve radii R=45m is designed in order not to have
additional earth works at side hill, since existing road
deviation should also be desined at south side of the
interchange.
Curve radii R=75m is designed in order to fit side toll
station into narrow area between river and a motorway.
The 40 kmh should be implemented as well as 50kmh
at radii R=75m. See Figure 67 in APPENDIX C-1.

The road safety audit
team takes note of the
designer's response
without further comment.

There is a section of the road with paralel entry lane,
after the ramp R-C end, which is cca 330m long. On
that section vehicle will speed up to motorway design
speed. See Figure 68 in APPENDIX C-1.
3.6.2

Y

3.6.3

Y

3.6.4

Y

3.6.5

Y

3.7.1

Y

3.7.2

Y

3.7.3

Y

3.7.4

Y/N

3.7.5

Y

3.8.1

Y

3.8.2

Y

3.8.3

Y

3.9.1

Y/N

The carriageway width is enough for two separate lanes
all away to pay toll boots. See Figure 69 in APPENDIX
C-1.

The road safety audit
team takes note of the
designer's response
without further comment.

After every ramp there is a section of the road with
paralel entry lane, which is minimum 250m long. This is
for vehicle to speed up to the motorway design speed.
See Figure 70 in APPENDIX C-1.
Width of pavement have been widened from 6.5m to
9.50m in serpentine curve. In the next phase if it is
necessary additional lane coul be introduced on whole
section of access road.

The road safety audit
team takes note of the
designer's response
without further comment.
The road safety audit
team takes note of the
designer's response. A
climbing lane is
recomended.

Slopes are generaly designed in order to have minimal
earth works due to deep cuts and high fills along the
access road. Also maximum slope is defined according
to geotechnical investigation and laboratory works on
that area. Speed limit should be set to 30kmh and
safety barrier could be introudused if necessary.

The road safety audit
team takes note of the
designer's response
without further comment.

Ramps are designed for speed of 50kmh. Vertical
alignment design, especially crest curve design is
related to stopping sight distance. Crest surve are
suitable for design speed, i.e. driver eye at 1.1m height
can see obstacle which is 0.1m high at a safe distance.
Designer agree that speed limit should be clearly
repeated as it is suggested.

The road safety audit
team takes note of the
designer's response
without further comment.

Speed limit if neccessary, regarding that majority of

The road safety audit

3.9.2

Y/N

roads are rural agricultural or access roads.

team takes note of the
designer's response
without further comment.

Majority of a local roads are rural road wuth no
particular design speed nor speed limit. They serve for
agricultural maschines to access the land property or as
simple access to houses and yards.
For few of them which have a wider cross section
additional measures (traffic signalization, speed limit,
etc.) will be implemented.

The road safety audit
team takes note of the
designer's response
without further comment.

APPENDIX C-1 Figures as a references to Response Template

Figure 64

Ref 3.4.1: Tunnel portal at 59+830 and next cross section at 59+850

Figure 65

Figure 66

Ref 3.4.1: Position of a roundabout (interchange) Rudare - Longitudinal
profile of a motorway

Ref 3.5.1: Stopping distance side area for V=70kmh (Pz=90m)

57

Figure 67

Figure 68

Ref 3.6.1: Kursumlija interchange with a side local asphalt road deviation

Ref 3.6.1: Kursumlija interchange entry lane section towards Merdare

58

Figure 69

Figure 70

Ref 3.6.2: Kursumlija interchange gore length exiting the motorway

Rudare interchange acceleration and deceleration lane

59

